LIFE OF VIJAYKRISHNA
added to the spiritual glory of Mother India and laid in
stock, by their achievements, precious gems which made
her the cynosure of the world. Even if there had been
hedges between the Master's faith and that of any other
Indian saint, those hedges melted away before him, for
he welcomed all, hailed all. No sects were denied their
just claims to recognition by him ; nay, he saw no sharp
and clear line of demarcation between one sect and other,
for—as I have already said—he only saw 'cJzemin qui
marche (the road that marches) as Pascal has beautifully
said. We shall see, as we shall discuss his life at greater
length, that even when, to all outward appearances, he
separated himself from the Brahmo Samaj (the Unitarian
Church of Bengal, a new religious experiment in modern
India), he proclaimed himself to be at bottom a Brahmo,
with a synthetic outlook, and his mind saturated with the
gospel of the Unitarian Brotherhood. A true Brahmo he-
was to the end of his life, and his Brahmoism, which
meant a religion identical with Truth, was the foundation
upon which "that Diamond Harbour of the soul was built ^
full of ecstasies and sweet emotions". The jarring
elements of the different religions of the world, were by
him fused into a royal harmony ; and only the broad-
minded and catholic can see a serene peace and infinite
sweetness, in the midst of conflict and confusion.   Our
Master could see that, and that is why I have given him
my love.
Vijaykrishna never held the individualistic notion of
his own salvation, and in the modern world we feel that
love for God has very little meaning in it, if not coupled
with love for humanity. His religion embraced the
suffering humanity and the wide world within its arms,
and he was ordained by God to be the saviour of

